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4
European
satellites

89 M€
In turnover

in 2018
Employees

+100DNA, VISION & PERSPECTIVES 

 What sets  
 us apart 

2010
2009-2010 : Start of locomotive activity  
in France and Germany. 1st partnership  

with German workshops
for locomotive maintenance.

2015
Mid-life operation  
on 26 Thalys trains

2017
A London satellite  

is created

2019
TER Dakar project

2009
MASTERIS is created

2012
Renovation of 45 Lille Metro trains

2011
STF MASTERIS opens (ECM3)

2013
Launch of mobile  
maintenance teams

2016
Satellites open in Lille  
and Strasbourg

2018
TBL1+ Eurostar project

2019
New visual identity

 In less than a decade… 
MASTERIS, an SNCF subsidiary, went from being a simple  
rolling stock maintenance and engineering services dealer  
to a fast-growing company on an increasingly open market.  
Today, we assist 180 French and foreign clients with all types  
of railway and urban stock.

 Our ability to adapt 
is a hallmark of each of our projects. Whether maintenance  
or engineering, locomotives or trams, we want to work with  
all stakeholders in a market in which our partnerships are on  
the rise. Meeting a growing number of increasingly complex  
demands while offering tailor-made solutions has taught us  
to think outside the box, pushing the limits of what is possible.  
To do so, MASTERIS has enhanced its offer by combining  
the SNCF Group’s expertise with the talents our other partners 
provide.

 This vision, 
is one of a company that is aware of the economic realities  
and challenges with which mobility and logistics specialists  
are faced. It’s also a vision of an increasing number of transport  
and industry professionals joining us to promote the values  
of transparency, flexibility and dedication to customer service,  
to name a few…
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Developing  
markets

Prospective 
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  International  
 standing 
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Pierre Benevent 
Director of the  

Beauchamp stock  
maintenance agency - ETF

 MASTERIS’s  
sales team listens 

to their clients’ specific  
requests and works  

to find solutions 
to resolve them.  

The main axle centres  
offer great rapport  

and efficiency
(Nevers and Terginier)… 

+20+50%
Of hotline calls

are resolved over
the phone

Certified
workshops
in Europe

On-site operations
in Europe

+1800            LOCOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE 

 Dependable  
 availability   Integration 

Supervision, engineering, planning and completion:  
these four key competencies of the ECM (Entity in Charge  
of Maintenance) are united within MASTERIS to ensure 
seamless maintenance.

 Flexibility 
For a preventive or corrective maintenance operation,  
a one-off or regular need, work on diesel or electrical  
machines and mechanical parts or safety equipment, whether 
in our workshops or at your site, we will work with you to build 
the offer that best suits your needs. MASTERIS offers you  
a tailor-made solution adapted to your operating conditions 
and the size of your fleet. This proposal relies on our
own network of workshops and qualified partners in Europe, 
with the support of mobile teams that take action as needed.

 Responsiveness 
Our fleet technical supervision department, which schedules 
your maintenance operations, is available on-call 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week. We will guide you throughout the 
journey to offer the most secure solution. To ensure you make 
your commitments, our hotlines assist your drivers in the event 
they run into technical difficulties. 
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Lex van der Valk
Maintenance engineer - NS  
(Nederlandse Spoorwegen

We enjoy a very  
quality focused experience 
with the services provided  
by MASTERIS and we can 
rely on SNCF’s know-how. 

From the start, our  
relationship has been  

one of partnership,  
with enriching  

joint investigations,  
and problems are

solved quickly.  

 High expectations 
You need to minimise the length of time your rolling stock  
isn’t rolling and make sure travellers experience the optimal 
performance of trains and their equipment. Thanks to  
the maintenance experience we’ve acquired on numerous  
machines, in addition to our mastery of the different ECM  
functions and a perfect understanding of operator constraints, 
we can guarantee our clients the best possible conditions  
for their fleet in terms of comfort, reliability and safety.

 À la carte service 
Given your specific operating constraints, we complete  
work for both one-off and regular needs as well as preventive 
and corrective maintenance operations. You thereby benefit 
from tailor-made solutions that adapt to your requirements  
and your budget.

 Continuous improvement 
In addition to our experience, from urban stock to high-speed 
rail, we are supported by our engineering teams and the latest 
technological innovations in order to improve the safety,  
reliability and availability of your rolling stock.

              HEAVY MAINTENANCE

 Experience that makes    
 the difference 

70
Maintenance

sites

24/7
MaintenanceMaintenance

technicentres
in France

20
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Xavier Vuillermoz
Rolling stock

technical expert
- Keolis Lyon

We entrusted  
MASTERIS with  

the bogie servicing  
contract for  

our Citadis trams;
they provide excellent  

quality, act very quickly  
and recommend  

solutions to us when  
problems arise.

          RENOVATIONS AND UPGRADES 

 Make your rolling 
 stock young again  Expertise 

From simple repairs to overhauls, MASTERIS takes care of 
all types of rolling stock: locomotive, tramway, underground, 
self-propelled and more. Fully disassembling rolling stock or 
equipment for retrofitting and integration of new features while 
you benefit from feedback and the best savoir-faire—that is our 
promise to you!

 Optimisation 
We prolong the lifespan of your assets by integrating the latest 
advances in technology and new features, so you can maintain 
your operating performance without having to invest in  
new stock. MASTERIS’s expertise means only parts that need 
replacing will be replaced and you won’t have to compromise 
on your performance, safety and reliability objectives.

 Client vision 
MASTERIS means a contractual obligation to costs and  
deadlines with no surprises, thanks to our pre-production  
studies. To cope with unpredictable events that crop up during 
your project, we take a proactive approach and put all our  
effort into finding solutions that are compatible with your  
operating constraints.

+25
Urban stock

+10
Heavy-duty

railway stock
Industrial

technicentres
in France

10
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+1000
Braking 

equipment

Christine Rochex 
Rolling Stock Manager- 

SEMITAG (Grenoble)

We have called 
on MASTERIS to provide 

maintenance on our  
sub-assemblies  

a number of times  
and we appreciate their 

ability to handle all types  
of equipment

and to understand  
the specific needs  

of urban operators.

          SPARE PARTS

 A network of partners 
 at your service 

 Network 
For maintenance on braking or on-board signalling equipment, 
axles and more, MASTERIS has the solutions for your rolling 
stock. When you need parts, you have access to a network  
of more than 3,000 suppliers. This guarantees not only choice
but also availability and, above all, lower costs and significant 
time savings when you need to procure mechanical  
& electromechanical parts and products.

 Availability 
Do you need technical expertise or recommendations to solve 
concerns revolving around out-of-date machines? Do you need 
repair work or servicing to be carried out on equipment for  
several years? Or do you have a one-off need for new or used 
parts to get back on track? If so, contact our teams. They’ll 
work with you to find the answer that best suits your needs,
including the logistics. And if it’s an emergency, you can also 
count on us to find a way to get you up and running.

 Compliance 
By procuring your spare parts from MASTERIS or trusting  
us with the maintenance of your equipment, you guarantee 
the long-term operability of your assets. And because we feel 
we can’t rely solely on the thoroughness and expertise of our 
partners, we also implement a wide range of actions and tools 
for your reassurance: French and European supplier approval, 
quality control, traceability, compliance certificates and more.

+500
Axles serviced

each year
Suppliers

+3000
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90
Railway

specialities

Jean-Sébastien Lemaire
Project Coordinator Signalling/

Certification/Doc.

I’m working  
with CIM/MASTERIS,  
as part of the AKIEM 

BB79000 project,  
on the development and 

installation of locomotive 
safety equipment.  
The technical and

sales teams listen well, are 
available, are responsive 

and adapt to the needs  
of the project. The solutions 

found are relevant and 
well-structured and we are

guaranteed quality of  
service for the project’s 

future activities.            

          ENGINEERING AND CONSULTING

 Solutions for your 
 technical challenges  Skill 

Integrating a new feature, improving a piece of equipment,  
designing or adjusting your maintenance plan, replacing or  
expanding your fleet, training your teams: MASTERIS guides 
you through change and anticipates your needs thanks to 
state-of-the-art engineering, whatever the railway speciality 
(interoperability, passenger comfort, on-board or on-board/
ground communication, operating performance, equipment 
purchase, cybersecurity, obsolescence management, predictive 
maintenance, etc.).

 Innovation 
With MASTERIS, you have access to nearly 90 railway  
specialities to continuously improve rolling stock  
performance. We’re in tune with the (new) needs  
of operators to redesign uses and suggest new concepts  
for tomorrow’s trains.

 Support 
From identifying needs to providing services, our teams  
play the ace up their sleeve—location, location, location!  
Every project is laid out in a clear framework. Because  
we know our clients aren’t always experts, we’ve taken  
it upon ourselves to make our often complex services  
as straightforward as possible.

+50
Clients place

their trust in us
Turnover of more

than €10M

+10M€
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            More than 150 clients   
         place their trust in us       

CLIENTS REFERENCES
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 contact@masteris.com 
 masteris.com 


